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Abstract— An Augmented Reality Application for smartphones to guide people in ordinary maintenance of their vehicles anytime, anywhere. This application can bring an immersive experience to the people and can reduce the expenses of users for minor issues. We have built a chat bot module that understands the problem faced by the user and tells the respective solution. If the problem can be fixed by the user himself, the application will respond with the solution otherwise it will ask the user to contact a vehicle mechanic. It includes responses for almost all the warnings such as smoke, strange noise from car, key related problems etc. You can either write your question or simply hold down the button to speak you question.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Car engines and equipment can be a totally unknown world for many of us. Even if you have been driving a vehicle since a long time, you might not be aware of the location of the most relevant parts. So, we often take our vehicle to a mechanic even for minor repairs, due to lack of knowledge and guidance. Hence, we designed an Android Application that guides a user to self-troubleshoot and be able to contextually access the instructions required to maintain their car, as and when needed.

II. TECHNOLOGIES USED

A. Unity Engine –

Unity is a cross platform game engine developed by Unity Technologies, first released in June 2005 at Apple Inc’s Worldwide developers Conference as Mac OS X-exclusive game engine. The engine can be used for three-dimensional, two-dimensional, virtual reality and augmented reality games.

B. Blender –

Blender is a free and open source 3d computer graphics software tool set used for creating animated films, visual effects,art,3D printed models, motion graphics, interactive 3d applications, and computer games. Blender’s features include 3D modelling, UV unwrapping, texturing, raster graphic editing, rigging and skinning, fluid and smoke simulation, animating,match moving, video editing and compositing.

C. Augmented Reality

It is an interactive experience of a real-world environment where the objects that reside in the real world are enhanced by computer generated perceptual information, sometimes across multiple sensory modalities, including visual, auditory, haptic. AR can be defined as a system that fulfills three basic feature : a combination of real and virtual worlds, real-time interaction, and accurate 3D registration of virtual and real objects.

D. Android Studio

Android Studio is the official integrated development environment for Google’s Android operating system, built on JetBrains, IntelliJ IDEA software and designed specifically for Android Development. Programming languages supported by Android Studio are Java, C++, Kotlin etc.

E. Vuforia

Vuforia is an augmented reality software development kit for mobile devices that enables the creation of augmented reality applications. It uses computer vision technology to recognize and track planar images and 3d objects in real time. This image registration capability enables developers to position and orient virtual objects, such as 3d models, in relation to real world objects when they are viewed through the camera of a mobile device. The virtual object then tracks the position and orientation of the image in real time so that the viewers perspective on the objects correspond with the perspective on the target. It thus appears that the virtual object is a part of the real-world scene.

III. REQUIRED HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE

- Minimum of 1GB of device ram.
- Android OS (Min 5.0 Lollipop)
- Access to Device Camera
- Internet Connection

IV. PROBLEMS FACED BY USER

We face problems in our vehicles time to time and we visit the mechanic before the scheduled service date due to the minor problems that occur in our day-to-day life. Despite the problem being minor, we fail to fix it and pay the huge bills to the mechanic. This problem is serious for people living in areas where vehicle repairing garage is not easily available as people need to travel long distance for small fixes.

V. PROPOSED SOLUTION

This involves the use of various technologies. We have used Unity engine to create virtual scenes and animations of 3D models. We made 3D models (.obj) using Blender software. Our application provides an AR based guide for self-trouble shooting the following problems:

- Change Car Battery
- Change Engine Oil
- Change Spark Plug
- Change Wheel of a Car

We also made a real-time screen marker, using which the user just needs to place his phone camera in front of car, and it will display the user’s screen view to an expert in the company, and he just needs to draw from his fingers on the screen to guide the user for troubleshooting a problem, and it will display results in user’s screen. But as the current stage of development is considered, we have made a marker drawing on screen while camera display is rendered. Only we need a server to make two screens share display. We have made an AR guide by animating the 3D objects and added an audio reference also for better understanding. For now we just added a recorded voice, but in later phase we will use Cloud Text To Speech Service, to reduce the app size. Google AR Core SDK’s are also available, but it requires high performance phones (≥API 24) which is usually not affordable by everyone. But our application is supported on even 1gb ram phones having Android 5.0 (API 21).

Fig. 1. Demonstrating the change of battery.

We used Blender software to export obj files and imported them in Unity3D. We didn’t used Scene form plugin of Android, as AR CORE is not supported on many devices, so our app can get more users as it is supported on most of the phones out there. We repeated the use of 3D models in scenes wherever possible because using different 3D models for different scenes can consume more storage and devices resources to render, but we can’t ignore the fact that user gets bored by seeing the same stuff repeatedly. So we used 3D models that were not colored, and inside the different scenes, we just changed the materials prefabs, so that in different scenes the same 3D model will be displayed but in different colors. We used a C# script to draw over the AR Camera, it using Ray-Casting technique to draw over the screen, on an invisible plane object. We have use Image Targets as some unique stickers that we will place over car where AR is to be displayed. As the camera recognizes those Image Targets (stickers), it will start displaying the 3D models inside it. Full vehicle part detection is not easy on low specs devices, so we will use Image Recognition of targets. We also tried to make this AR from scratch, so we used Computer Vision tool in Python called OpenCV, but its performance was not meeting to deploy as a real-life application. There are some

VI. ARCHITECTURE

We used Blender software to export obj files and imported them in Unity3D. We didn’t used Scene form plugin of Android, as AR CORE is not supported on many devices, so our app can get more users as it is supported on most of the phones out there. We repeated the use of 3D models in scenes wherever possible because using different 3D models for different scenes can consume more storage and devices resources to render, but we can’t ignore the fact that user gets bored by seeing the same stuff repeatedly. So we used 3D models that were not colored, and inside the different scenes, we just changed the materials prefabs, so that in different scenes the same 3D model will be displayed but in different colors. We used a C# script to draw over the AR Camera, it using Ray-Casting technique to draw over the screen, on an invisible plane object. We have use Image Targets as some unique stickers that we will place over car where AR is to be displayed. As the camera recognizes those Image Targets (stickers), it will start displaying the 3D models inside it. Full vehicle part detection is not easy on low specs devices, so we will use Image Recognition of targets. We also tried to make this AR from scratch, so we used Computer Vision tool in Python called OpenCV, but its performance was not meeting to deploy as a real-life application. There are some
paid tools available for development of AR softwares like Microsoft Hololens, Amazon Sumerian etc, through which we can also detect the exact hardware then display our AR animation, but due to limited resources we are using Image Targets for now We have built a chatbot module that understands the problem faced by the user and tells the respective solution. It the problem can be fix by the user himself, the application will respond the solution, or it will ask the user to go to a specialist technician. It includes responses for almost all the warnings such as smoke, strange noise from car, key related problems etc. You can either write your question or simply hold down the button to speak you question.

VII. CONCLUSION

We made an Augmented Reality Application for smartphones to guide people in ordinary maintenance of their car anytime, anywhere. For the next phase we are going to use web scrapping technique in C#, Scrapy Sharp, that will process the query in real-time and fetches the results from internet and hence user gets more appropriate solution for his query. We also need an intermediate server that will allow two screens to render each other’s display in real-time as a screen sharing. software eg: AnyDesk. Only issue that is in our solution is lack of access to Cloud services. But this time we are arranging for a premium Cloud Service to complete the lacking part of our solution. Further updates more tutorials can be added to the application. The aim is to provide minimal use of human efforts and making things done by automation.
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